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WHERE’S MY CLASSROOM? 
• Call our prerecorded message: 732-224-2100
• Call our office (Mon-Fri 8:30 am-4:30 pm) at 732-224-2315
•  Read the posting on our front door – inside lobby,  

ATeC building 

La Grande Odalisque 
Jean Auguste 
Dominique Ingres, 
1814

Watch Your Email! Registration receipts are emailed within  
3 days following enrollment. Please continue to check your 
email. Class and bus trip updates are delivered via 
email including notices of wait lists, class cancellations, date 
changes, classroom updates and more.
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Presented by the Friends of Lifelong Learning

GLORY DAYS OF ASBURY PARK?  
The Grand History & Sober Realities 
The Gentrification of Asbury Park 
Who’s Winning, Who’s Losing? 

This presentation is proudly sponsored by The Friends of Lifelong Learning – our friends, 
and yours(!), who issued an invitation for lecture proposals last year (pre-pandemic). 

Many esteemed scholars proposed fascinating ideas. This lecture was selected by  
the Friends for its uniquely fresh research impacting all of us in some way. 

Gentrification, the influx of affluent residents and businesses, affects  
many communities today. Asbury Park, like Red Bank and Long Branch,  
has enjoyed days of plenty and days of want.

Join us for a closer look at the grand history and the sober realities 
of today’s Asbury Park. Professors Molly Vollman Makris and Mary 
Gatta, authors of Gentrification at the Shore tell the story of life on 
the West Side of Asbury Park as the East Side prospers and point to 
a potential path forward. Learn about this evolving redevelopment 
and what it means to long time Asbury residents – and to all of us. 

Wed, Sept 15, 10 am-noon
Fee and Code: $15 includes breakfast, XHUMN 002

You enjoy taking classes through Lifelong Learning. Did you know there is a group of like-
minded people whose mission is to support, promote, enhance and preserve this program? Want to 
join or just learn more, email the Friends of Lifelong Learning at FLLbrookdale@gmail.com
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Dear Friends and Neighbors – 

We greet this fall with more than the usual enthusiasm! We are all eager for the unique 
camaraderie and shared joy of new Lifelong Learning experiences. 

Whether in-person or online, Lifelong Learning offers fresh ideas delivered by 
accomplished experts that can change the way you think and feel about yourself and  
the world around you. Fall is the perfect time for “back to school” and these pages are full 
of outstanding possibilities. Join us for a smart start to the new season.

Classes are being held in person on campus unless otherwise indicated by Zoom icon  
Be assured your safety remains our primary concern and we will continue to make cautious 
adjustments as new realities unfold.

You got through the 60’s before you 

turned 20. But getting through the 

20’s after you turn 60 will require 

some radical ideas.

Do Something Radical.
Pursue an Associate Degree at Brookdale Online or On campus

Whether first diploma, one of many,  
or crowning accomplishment, this one is personal

Here’s a Sample of Academic Programs Options

• Architecture, A.S.
• Art Option, Humanities, A.A.
• Creative Writing Option, Humanities, A.A.
• Culinary Arts, A.A.S.
• Engineering, A.S.
• English Option, Humanities, A.A.
• Interior Design, A.A.S.
• Music Option, Humanities, A.A.

Take your passion to the next degree
INFORMATION SESSION for adults who wish to do something radical

Fri, Sept 17, 10 am, Student Life Center, Parking Lot 7
Info session is free but registration is required 
Call 732-224-2315 to register, XPERS 302 

THE COUNTY COLLEGE OF MONMOUTH
CONTINUING AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

• Philosophy Option, Social Sciences, A.A.
• Photography Option, Humanities, A.A.
• Physics Option, Mathematics/Science, A.S.
• Political Science Option, Social Sciences, A.A.
• Psychology Option, Social Sciences, A.A.
• Sociology Option, Social Sciences, A.A.
• Women’s & Gender Studies, Humanities, A.A.
Visit https://www.brookdalecc.edu/ to see more 
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THE ARTS

“Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life.” – Pablo Picasso

Call To Register
732-224-2315

NEW! ARMCHAIR TRAVEL

Our National Parks: Yellowstone & Grand Teton
Beverly R. Miller and Michael S. Miller, Visions Photographic Workshops,  
professional photographers

Spend a relaxing morning experiencing two of our most popular National Parks from the 
comfort of your chair. Beverly R. & Michael S. Miller of Visions Photographic Workshops 
have spent years visiting, photographing and guiding in Yellowstone National Park, our 
first National Park, and the Grand Teton National Park, donated by John D. Rockefeller Jr.
Beverly & Michael will share stunning images and the history of these two spectacular 
parks in all four seasons. The grandeur of Old Faithful Geyser, the Bison of Hayden Valley, 
the majesty of the Grand Teton range rising above a scene rich with extraordinary wildlife, 
pristine lakes, and alpine terrain. Don’t miss this unique way to experience mountains of 
the imagination. 
Tues, Nov 2, 10 am-noon
Fee & Code: $45, breakfast included, XHUMN 337

Mosaics: A 
Beginner’s 
Workshop
Harvey Altman, 
award-winning artist, 
instructor

Learn design, cutting, tile layout, types of 
surfaces, adhesion, and grouting – all the
techniques needed to complete a 9”x12” 
mosaic project to take home. Course 
materials provided. Materials fee $40 
payable to the instructor. 4 SESSIONS
Fri, Sept 24-Oct 15, 10 am-noon
Fee and Code: $99, XARTF 115

Intermediate Mosaics 
Learn design, cutting, tile layout, types of 
surfaces, adhesion, and grouting – all the
techniques needed to complete a 9”x12” 
mosaic project to take home. Course 
materials provided. Materials fee $40 
payable to the instructor. 4 SESSIONS
Fri, Oct 29-Nov 19, 10 am-noon
Fee and Code: $99, XARTF 127
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Introduction to  
Jewelry Making

Niels Pustrom, instructor

Design and create a mixed metal piece 
in our professional jewelry studio. Learn 
techniques and safety procedures on 
specialized equipment. Leave with your 
own unique creation. Materials fee $10 
payable to instructor. 4 SESSIONS
Wed, Sept 29-Oct 20, 6-8 pm
Fee and Code: $159, XARTC 156

Jewelry Studio Time
Niels Pustrom, instructor

Open to students who have attended 
a jewelry making class at Brookdale, 
this workshop offers access to our 
professional jewelry studio. Work 
independently on your individual 
projects with your own materials to 
create unique pieces. No instruction 
or materials will be provided, but Niels 
Pustrom will be available in the studio 
to answer questions about equipment.  
4 SESSIONS
Mon, Nov 1-22, 6-9 pm
Fee and Code: $99, XARTC 158

Pastels: One Day Workshop
Gina Torello, MFA, professional artist, adjunct 
instructor Monmouth University, owner, 
Lightscapes Studio

Spend a fun afternoon exploring the 
ideal medium! Draw with color in a very 
forgiving manner. Designed for the artist 
who wants to strengthen drawing skills 
and experiment with a new and exciting 
medium. We will work from a still life and 
from photos, but rest assured, this is a step-
by-step, structured class. Use both soft and 
hard pastels and learn new approaches to 
application and color mixing. Suggested 
supply list will be emailed one week  
before class.
Sec 1: Sat, Oct 23, 1-5 pm
Sec 2: Sat, Nov 13, 1-5 pm
Fee & Code: $59, XARTF 215

Acrylic Painting
Arlene Smelson, instructor

Whether you are a beginner or haven’t 
painted in a while, explore the magic 
of acrylic in a relaxed setting. Construct 
a painting by learning to develop an 
interesting composition, to mix
colors, to build textures, and develop 
movement and values in a work of art. 
Learn a variety of techniques and how to 
bring out the artist within you. Develop 
skills and techniques that will allow you 
to express yourself in any way you can 
imagine and dream. Supply list will be 
emailed to students one week before class 
begins. 5 SESSIONS
Thurs, Sept 23-Oct 21,10 am-12:30 pm
Fee and Code: $169, XARTF 195

Intermediate Oil Painting
Marie Maber, art professor,  
Brookdale, professional artist,

The late afternoon Autumn Landscape 
provides colors and cool breezes that 
draw any budding landscape artist out 
of their studios and onto Brookdale’s 
Campus to capture it all in paint. Do 
you have basic knowledge of painting 
with oils, gouache, or acrylics? Do you 
consider yourself to be an intermediate 
level painter or beyond? If so, don’t 
miss this opportunity for constructive 
guidance and collegiality during these 
on-campus sessions. 

Seasoned art professor Marie Maber enjoys 
focusing on Landscape Painting, and 
has discovered that painting our natural 
surroundings is a uniquely refreshing, creative 
outlet. She graduated from The Pennsylvania 
Academy of the Fine Arts 4-Year Studio Certificate 
Program leading to a 6-Year BFA from University 
of Pennsylvania, and an MA in the History of Art 
from Temple University.

Paint your favorite Fieldstone Buildings, 
The Butterfly Garden, The Field of 
Dreams, Wooded Pathways, The 
Reservoir... there are many picturesque 
views to choose from. Materials list 
will be emailed one week prior to class. 
(Limited number of seated easels are 
available to borrow.) Enrollment is 
limited. 5 SESSIONS
Sun, Sept 26-Oct 24, 2-4:30 pm
Fee & Code: $169, XARTF 061
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Drawing (Beginner/
Intermediate)
David Dziemian, professional artist,  
Brookdale adjunct instructor

Learn or review basic concepts and 
techniques while expanding your creative 
vision. Concepts include line, value, and 
perspective. Teacher demonstration and 
hands-on instruction. Suggested materials 
list will be emailed to students one week 
before class. 5 SESSIONS
Wed, Sept 22-Oct 20, 10 am-12:30 pm
Fee & Code: $169, XARTF 207

Introduction To Art Materials
David Dziemian, professional artist,  
Brookdale visual arts instructor

Discover and learn the basics of a variety 
of art materials, including media such as 
watercolor, gouache, inks (both pen as well 
as brush applied), markers, oil pastels, and 
colored pencils. Find the materials that 
work for you and learn to experiment and 
get the best results from different materials. 
Best approaches with each media as well 
as combining them will be discussed. Fun 
class is taught through a combination of 
demonstration and hands-on instruction. 
Some supplies will be available to 
experiment with in class. A suggested 
supply list will be sent a week before class 
begins. 5 SESSIONS
Wed, Nov 3-Dec 1, 10 am-12:30 pm
Fee and Code: $169, XARTF 216

Introduction To  
Machine Sewing
Betty McCarty, instructor

Do you love fabric, fashion and interior 
design? Do you have a sewing machine 
or want one, but don’t know how to use 
it? Learn how to operate and understand 
the parts of a sewing machine. Be guided 
through basic techniques and get started 
on your first project. A portable sewing 
machine is required for this class.
Sec 1: Fri, Oct 22, 10 am-noon
Sec 2: Wed, Nov 17, 6:30-8:30 pm
Fee & Code: $49, XARTC 139

PHOTOGRAPHY

Basics Of DSLR Photography 
Kevin Burkitt, media technology specialist, 
photographer

Unlock your camera’s potential to create 
great photos by manipulating ISO, shutter
speed and aperture. Enhance your 
landscape and portrait images. Whether 
you are new to photography or just need 
to brush up your skills, gain a better 
understanding of your camera and all it can 
do. Digital SLR camera required; no point-
and-shoot or fixed-lens cameras.
Sec 1: Tues & Thurs, Oct 5 & 7, 6:30-8:30 pm
Sec 2: Sat, Nov 20, 10 am-2 pm
Fee and Code: $69, XARTP 069 

Black & White Photography
Martin Bluhm, photographer, instructor

Want to make your photos stand out from 
the competition? Try black and white! Black 
and white images are especially effective 
in travel, fine arts, architecture, portrait 
and studio photography. Focus on shapes, 
patterns, contrast, lighting, and tonal range. 
Explore traditional black and white film 
photography and why it still has its place 
in photography, as well as digital black and 
white. Course includes a short introduction 
to the zone system and applications. 
Analyze examples to see in monochrome 
and decide which scenes are most suitable 
for black and white. Also learn to convert 
digital color photos into appealing B&W 
photos. Digital camera required, additional 
film cameras welcome. You must have a 
working knowledge of your camera for this 
course. 2 SESSIONS
Thurs, Oct 28-Nov 4, 6:30-8 pm
Fee & Code: $45, XARTP 111
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CREATIVE COOKING

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Camera Theory
Kevin Burkitt, media technology specialist, 
photographer

Prerequisite: Introduction to DSLR or 
working knowledge of your camera. Explore 
how ISO, aperture, and shutter speed work 
in unison to create incredible images. 
Please bring your Nikon or Canon DSLR 
camera to class and be ready to switch off 
automatic or guided modes in order to 
learn how to make manual adjustments 
which will take your photography to the 
next level. Discover how ISO, aperture, and 
shutter work together in various situations. 
Students must have access to their own 
DSLR and have a basic working knowledge 
of their camera. Software and hardware 
not required – just an open mind and a 
willingness to learn. 
Sat, Dec 4, 10 am-2 pm
Fee & Code: $69, XARTP 091

“And the day came when the  
risk to remain in a tight bud  

was more painful that the risk  
it took to blossom.” – Anais Nin

Displaced Homemakers
Have you lost your primary source of 
income due to separation, divorce, 
widowhood, spousal disability, spousal 
military deployment, or domestic violence, 
and need to transition into head of 
household?

You Are Not Alone!

Displaced Homemakers Services offers 
women and men no cost, confidential, 
holistic, customized help to enable you to 
reach your full potential. Call 732-739-6020 
or visit brookdalecc.edu/continuinged/
displaced-homemakers/

THE HAUNTED THEATER 
RETURNS TO BROOKDALE  
OCTOBER 13th 
Navigate nearly one mile of ghouls, 
monsters and terrifying set pieces! 

Fri & Sat, 7-10:30 pm, Sun, 7-9:30 pm,  
Admission $12 

Family-friendly “no scare” tours
Thurs & Fri, Oct 21, 22, 28, 29, Admission $5

A Haunted Attraction not to be missed!
For more information call 732-224-2411 or 
visit www.brookdalehauntedtheater.com.

Brookdale Culinary Arts – 
Hands-on Classes! 
Don’t miss this chance to find out what’s 
cooking at Brookdale’s award-winning 
Culinary Education Center in Asbury Park. 
(Our graduates include Chopped champion, 
Emily Chapman) Join our professional 
chefs in hands-on commercial kitchen 
explorations of favorite foods.  

Pasta Making 101 
We’ll focus on three fresh pasta dishes from 
various regions of Italy, each offering a twist 
on some of the classic dishes served here in 
the states that we know and love. 
Wed, Oct 20, 6-9-pm 
Fee and Code: $59, XFOOD 059 

Delectable Dumplings 
We’ll focus on a variety of dumplings, filled 
with chicken, pork, and fresh vegetables 
accompanied with different dipping sauces 
from various regions of Asia. 
Wed, Oct 27, 6-9 pm 
Fee and Code: $69, XFOOD 157 

Royal Icing Cookie Decorating 
Learn how to make royal icing to 
decorate shaped cookies. Personalize your 
cookies using several different decorating 
techniques taught in class including piping, 
flooding, scrollwork, and more. Students 
will take home their cookie creations. 
Sec 1: Wed, Nov 10, 6-9 pm 
Sec 2: Wed, Dec 1, 6-9 pm 
Fee and Code: $59, XFOOD 062 
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Reiki – Level I
Karen Fiorelli, instructor

The Japanese work “Reiki” means universal 
life force/energy. Reiki, a 3,000-year-old 
method of healing touch, originated in 
ancient Eastern cultures. It’s a technique 
that uses touch to facilitate relaxation, 
reduce stress, manage pain and promote 
healing. Health sciences recognize
that spiritual and emotional imbalances 
affect our physical health and wellbeing. 
Reiki restores balance to body, mind and 
spirit, maximizing the natural healing 
process. When we remain out of balance, 
we become susceptible to “dis-ease”. Upon 
completion participants will be fully trained 
and will receive a certificate for the Usui 
System of Reiki Healing. Wear comfortable 
clothes and bring water and a snack.
Sect 1: Sat, Oct 16, 10 am-5:30 pm 
Sect 2: Sat, Nov 6, 10 am-5:30 pm
Fee and Code: $159, XHEAF 122

Buddhist Principles & Practices: 
Find Your Inner Harmony
Cheryl Bartholemew, PhD, professor emerita, 
George Mason University

See page 18 for class details

Coming January 2022! 
Meditation led by  
Karen Fiorelli 
If ever there was a time to discover the 
benefits of meditation – enter the new year 
from a place of peace and well-being. 

French Macaroons 
Macaroons are an ongoing trend in baking! 
Learn how to make macaroon shells with 
different types of fillings. Students will 
prepare, bake and take home their French 
macaroons. 
Sec 1: Tues, Nov 16, 6-9 pm 
Sec 2: Wed, Nov 17, 6-9 pm 
Fee and Code: $59, XFOOD 025 

Sushi Making 
Everything you need to know about 
the techniques of making beautiful and 
delicious Sushi. 
Tues, Nov 16, 6-9 pm 
Fee and Code: $69, XFOOD 108 

Soups/Stocks/Sauces 
Creation of the best dishes starts with the 
basics! Learn how to make a correct broth 
and stock and learn about how to use them 
in delectable soups and savory sauces for 
your next gathering
Tues, Nov 23, 6-9 pm 
Fee and Code: $59, XFOOD 045 

Holiday Pie Making 
Make a delicious pie for Thanksgiving 
or the upcoming holiday season. Learn 
techniques for making dough, fillings and 
decorations.  
Tues, Nov 23, 6-9 pm 
Fee and Code: $59, XFOOD 060 

Holiday Cookie Baking (2 nights) 
Begin your holiday baking with us in this 
two-night cookie marathon. Take home a 
variety of holiday cookies to impress friends 
and family without ever making a mess in 
your home kitchen! 
Sec 1: Mon & Tues, Dec 6-7, 6-9 pm 
Sec 2: Wed & Thurs, Dec 15-16, 6-9 pm 
Sec 3: Mon & Tues, Dec 20- 21, 6-9 pm 
Fee and Code: $99, XFOOD 081 
 
Classes meet at Culinary Education Center,  
101 Drury Lane, Asbury Park 

HOLISTIC HEALING

Watch Your Email  
for Notices and Updates 

Call To Register
732-224-2315
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“That is what learning is. You suddenly understand something  
you’ve understood all your life, but in a new way.” – Doris Lessing

Cromwell And Cranmer: Men Who Shaped The Crown  
And The Church In 16th Century England
Lyndell O’Hara, PhD, history professor Nyack College

Thomas Cromwell and Thomas Cranmer were born into families of modest means, yet 
both rose to serve as close advisers to the Tudor monarchy. At a time of religious and 
political reform, they held tremendous influence on English policy. As Cromwell guided 
the country from a medieval to a modern nation, Cranmer’s Book of Common Prayer 
defined the very essence of the newly formed Church of England. Yet, in the midst of court 
intrigue and monarchial succession, both men were imprisoned and executed by order of 
the Crown. 3 SESSIONS
Mon, Oct 4-18, 10 am-noon
Fee and Code: $69, XHUMN 112

In The Spirit Of The Season 

The Devil: A Biography
Greg Caggiano, instructor

Since the dawn of humanity, the notion of good vs. evil has played a part in our daily 
lives. This lecture will examine our constructs of the Devil, also known as Lucifer and 
the anti-Christ. We will work our way through antiquity, Judeo-Christian theology, and 
end in modern times with a study of demonology and Satan’s role in popular culture 
and books and movies such as The Exorcist.
ZOOM Wed, Oct 6, 6-8pm
Fee & Code: $29, XHUMN 329

Vampires: History, Myth, And Movies
Greg Caggiano, instructor

Are vampires simply legends or something more? Our journey will cover the historical 
basis, folklore, and pop culture evolution of the vampire from a hideous monster into a 
suave and sexy predator as seen in many Hollywood films. Learn how Bela Lugosi and 
Christopher Lee transformed our interpretations, and how Bram Stoker based one of the 
most famous horror characters of all-time on a real person,  
Vlad Tepes. Sometimes fact can be scarier than fiction.
ZOOM Tues, Oct 12, 10 am-noon
Fee and Code: $29, XHUMN 318

Legends of New Jersey: Fact or Fiction
Greg Caggiano, instructor

New Jersey is legendary. Explore the legends of New Jersey  
surrounding historical sites, local cemeteries and private  
residences. The story of the Jersey Devil will be examined  
and his existence called into question. Are these legends  
Fact or Fiction?
ON CAMPUS Tues, Oct 19 10 am-noon
Fee & Code: $29, XHUMN 236

HUMANITIES, HISTORY  
& CULTURE
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Call To Register
732-224-2315

Today’s Toxic  
Political Dialogue
Lawrence Bashe, instructor

There is general agreement on all sides that 
our present political dialogue is divisive and 
devoid of traditional compromise. However, 
there is little agreement on what to do 
about it. This discussion will answer the 
question of whether today’s problems are 
unique in US history or not. What can be 
done to change it?
Sec 1: ON CAMPUS Thurs, Oct 7, 10:30-noon

Sec 2: ZOOM Mon, Oct 11, 10:30-noon
Fee and Code: $24, XHUMN 073

Three Albums That Helped 
Shape The Musical Future
Pat Barton, professional musician, instructor

During their brief, volatile recording career 
Buffalo Springfield released just three 
albums; a grand total of thirty-four original 
songs. But the four songwriters from this 
seminal band-Richie Furay, Jim Messina, 
Stephen Stills, and Neil Young-remained 
vitally important after Springfield dissolved. 
Their later work with bands like Poco, 
Loggins & Messina, and Crosby, Stills, Nash 
and Young created a template for many 
successful acts that followed, shaping the 
musical future into the 21st century. Join 
professional musician and educator Pat 
Barton on a six-hour journey charting the 
long-lasting influence of the short-lived 
Buffalo Springfield. 3 SESSIONS
Thurs, Oct 14-28, 10 am-noon
Fee and Code: $69, XHUMM 084

The Enduring Legacy  
Of Alexander Hamilton
Lawrence Bashe, instructor

Founding Father Alexander Hamilton 
greatly influenced the content of our 
US Constitution. He campaigned for its 
adoption by the Thirteen States as one of 
the authors of the Federalist Papers. He had 
the clearest vision of how to create a US 
Economy and how it would develop in the 
future. As the First Secretary of the Treasury 
he set the course for how to finance the 
new federal government and establish 
the country’s strong credit. His economic 
vision and leadership paved the way for 
the Gold Standard, a national currency, 
the industrialization of the country in the 
post-Civil War period and the creation 
of the Federal Reserve System more than 
a hundred years later under Woodrow 
Wilson. Did the musical “Hamilton” get  
it right?
Sec 1: ON CAMPUS Thurs, Oct 14, 10:30-noon

Sec 2: ZOOM Tues, Oct 19, 10:30-noon
Fee and Code: $24, XHUMN 140

U.S. Politics Of 1961 vs 2021
Robert Salman, Esq, litigator and former Seton 
Hall adjunct law professor

Join this intriguing comparison of the 
politics of ’61 vs ’21. We’ll also examine 
the NJ and VA Governor races, the NYC 
mayoral race and look ahead to the 2022 
congressional races. Our instructor serves 
as a member of the New Jersey Democratic 
State Committee representing Monmouth 
County. This discussion was originally 
prepared for a reunion of his Columbia 
College classmates, who graduated in ’61.  
ZOOM Mon, Oct 25, 10-11:30 am
Fee and Code: $24, XHUMN 305

Put Your Money Where Your Mind (and Heart) Is
So often we are looking for a meaningful way to honor someone’s special occasion,  

to give a gift in memory of someone, as a part of estate planning, or perhaps solely to be  
a generous donor who appreciates a valuable program.  

The Lifelong Learning Program at Brookdale Community College can  
be the perfect solution; particularly for those who love learning and who appreciate the  

opportunity to help fund a much loved program.  
Contact Noreen Kane 732-224-2049 
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Life In The Shtetl: Fact And Fiction   
Edith Frankel, PhD

Don’t miss this series of interdisciplinary 
lectures discussing life in the small towns 
and townlets where many Ashkenazi 
(European) Jews lived their lives from the 
Middle Ages up into the 20th century, in 
the lands of Poland, Lithuania and later 
within the Russian Empire (Hungary and 
more).  To illuminate facets of Jewish life, 
lectures will also include discussions of 
works of both fiction and non-fiction, 
including stories and memoirs. Authors 
may include Nathan Hanover, I.J. Singer, 
Solomon Maimon, Sholem Aleichem, 
Gogol, Chekhov and Isaac Babel. Lectures 
will focus on Social and Economic Life; 
Women, Children, Marriage, Education and 
Religious Life; Judeophobia, Blood Libels 
and Pogroms; The Shtetl and the Outside 
World. 4 SESSIONS
Mon, Nov 1-22, 10:30 am-noon 
Fee and Code: $85, XHUMN 272

The Consequences Of 
Conspiracy Theories
Christian Perez, instructor

What is the harm in believing things 
that aren’t true? Explore the often-high 
costs associated with believing conspiracy 
theories, pseudoscience, and fake news. 
Far too often we relegate these ideas to 
the fringes of society. But as we’ve seen 
in recent years they have crept into the 
mainstream and even the highest office 
in the land. From flat-earthers to white 
supremacists to UFOs to January 6th, 
2021, we will examine various ideas and 
events and highlight their dubious place 
in American conspiracy theory history. Are 
these wrong ideas something new or the 
same old stuff with a new coat of paint?
Thurs, Nov 4, 6-8 pm
Fee & Code: $29, XHUMN 336

Meet The Presidents:  
Founding Fathers
Daniel Radel, history instructor, journalist

Revisit the Early American Republic 
through the eyes of the first presidents. 
Start with George Washington, John 

Adams and Thomas Jefferson and the Age 
of Federalism; go to James Madison and 
the War of 1812, James Monroe and the 
Compromise of 1820, John Quincy Adams’ 
so-called Corrupt Bargain and end with 
“Old Hickory” Andrew Jackson. 3 SESSIONS
Fri, Nov 5-19, 10 am-noon
Fee & Code: $69, XHUMN 288

Giacomo Puccini – Bravo!
Mara Aderly-O’Kelly, professional opera 
singer, Co-Founder MusicWise LLC

Explore and celebrate the beautiful and 
unabashedly romantic works of Giacomo 
Puccini. He was the  leading exponent of 
the genre of opera known as ‘verismo’ – 
Italian for ‘realism’. Examine two of his 
most popular operas, Madame Butterfly and 
La Boheme. We’ll also look at the related 
Broadway hits, Miss Saigon and Rent.  
Video clips and live performance – Mara 
will sing pieces and demonstrate passages 
from the operas – will provide a unique 
‘edu-tainment experience.’ 3 SESSIONS 
Thurs, Dec 2, 9, 16, 10:30 am-noon
Fee & Code: $69, XHUMM 085

You Be The Judge! –  
Coming In January!
Bruce Brickman, Esq

Examine three landmark Supreme Court 
cases recently argued, but not yet decided. 
You will gain a deeper understanding of the 
court and of each Justice’s interpretative 
prism – through questions that test 
arguments, ensnare advocates or support 
key issues. We’ll evaluate the clarity of the 
advocate’s narrative and discuss strength of 
response. Which Justices were most obvious 
in their preference? You will decide on 
each case and vote! After the court rules, 
you will be informed of their decision and 
find out how close your opinions were 
to the Supreme Court opinions. Bruce K. 
Brickman, who no longer actively practices 
law, brings his passion to the classroom. He 
teaches understanding of the Constitution 
through consequential Supreme Court 
decisions. You don’t want to miss these 
court dates! 3 SESSIONS
Wed, Jan 12-26, 10:30 am – noon
Fee and Code: $69, XHUMN 325
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Cead mile failte romhaibh

Over 2,000 years old, the Irish language 
boasts the oldest living literature in 
Western Europe. Despite colonial 
attempts to destroy the language – it is 
alive and well – and here at Brookdale! 
Instructors at all levels have earned the 
Fáinne Óir, and our classes are informal, 
fun, and stress-free.

Irish Language 
Rath DeHoust, Máire Léan Shevlin, Caoimhín 
Cléirigh, Irish language instructors

Designed for beginners to fluent speakers, 
students will be divided into groups, each 
with its own instructor, based on abilities 
and needs. Groups will interact with one 
another and participate in joint activities. 
This format will enhance the objective of 
keeping Irish available as the living, spoken 
language at the very heart of Irish culture. 
Whether you’re looking to dive into the 
Tain Bo Culaigne or just pick up a few 
phrases for travel, this program will work 
for you! 10 SESSIONS
Sect 1: ON CAMPUS, Thurs, Sept 9-Nov 18, 
7-8:30 pm (for all levels)

Sect 2: ZOOM option for advanced level 
students only 
Fee and Code: $119, XIRIL 025

IRISH HERITAGE NEVER TOO LATE TO COMMORATE – 
RESCHEDULED FROM MARCH 2020

The Great Irish Potato 
Famine – Some Perspective 

at 175 Years 

“The survivors were like  
walking skeletons – the men 
gaunt and haggard, stamped 
with the livid mark of hunger; 
the children crying with pain; 

the women in some of the  
cabins too weak to stand.” 

– W.E. Forster, 1847

As we enjoy the abundance of the 
holiday season, it seems a fitting time for 
gratitude and remembrance. 

Join us for a full day of Irish Heritage 
presented by our favorite Irish scholars. 

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Maureen O’Rourke 
Murphy, Hofstra University, directed the 
Great Irish Famine Project for New York 
State

New and Continuing 
Considerations of the  

Great Hunger

Break out Sessions: 
Post-Famine Ireland:  
“Changed, Changed Utterly” 
Maureen Dunphy-Brady, M.A., NYU 
Glucksman Ireland House, Irish historian 

Famine Emigrants and a  
New America
Henry McNally, M.A., M.S., Irish historian

Following lunch, clap your hands, tap 
your feet and sing along with The Cook 
College Ramblers performing favorite 
Irish tunes. 

Friday, Dec 3, 9:45 am-2:45 pm 
Fee & Code: $69, XIRIG 142, lunch included

Call To Register
732-224-2315

Watch Your Email  
for Notices and Updates 
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No Greater Love:  
The Hunger Strike In Ireland
Instructor: Henry McNally, MA, Fordham, 
Irish historian, recipient of the 2019 Eoin 
McKiernan Award

Forty years ago, the Hunger Strike, long a 
part of the Celtic tradition, reemerged in 
Ireland, changing the dynamics of Northern 
Ireland Politics and setting the stage for an 
eventual peaceful end to “The Troubles.” 
Those who died gave their lives freely and 
willingly for a cause in which they believed, 
enduring literally months of agony; they 
died as patriots and as heroes. Examine the 
events leading to the adoption by political 
prisoners of this extraordinary measure. 

First four sessions will offer detailed 
coverage of Long Kesh and the “H Block” 
prisons, the “Criminalization” policy 
instituted by England, the Blanket protest, 
the “No Wash” response and finally the 
Hunger Strike. The lives of each of those 
who died will be chronicled in some depth. 
Course will conclude with a presentation on 
the County Armagh Women’s Prison and 
the hunger strike undertaken by equally 
heroic Republican women protesting their 
treatment as common criminals and not 
political prisoners. Learning experience will 
be enhanced by viewings of relevant film 
clips and YouTube videos. 5 SESSIONS 

Sect 1: ON CAMPUS Thurs, Oct 7-Nov 4,  
10:30 am-noon

Sect 2: ZOOM Fri, Oct 1-29,10:30 am-noon
Fee & Code: $79, XIRIG 154

Ireland’s “Petticoat Pilots:” 
Female Aviators of the 1900s 

Maureen Dunphy-Brady, MA, NYU Glucksman 
Ireland House, Irish historian

Meet the first women pilots to take to 
the skies in Ireland in the 1900s. These 
daring trailblazers competed in flying 
competitions, set world records in altitude 
and distance flying, and flew long-distance 
solo endurance flights. Their impressive 
feats, combined with their glamorous, 
aristocratic lifestyles, made newspaper 
headlines and their names were known 
all over the world. Although their stories 
are largely forgotten, these women were 
remarkable pioneers in the early days of 
aviation and their stories are a thrilling part 
of the history of flight. 4 SESSIONS 
ZOOM Mon, Nov 1-22, 10:30 am-noon
Fee & Code: $79, XIRIG 155

Call To Register
732-224-2315

Watch Your Email  
for Notices and Updates 
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Contemporary Irish  
Short Stories 

Rath DeHoust, Irish language and literature 
lifelong learning instructor

Sometimes, it’s the simple things that hold 
the most mystery. And so, it is with the Irish 
Short Story, where the works of contemporary 
writers present a representation of the 
Individual, the Community, and the Nation. 
From history and the passage of time to gender 
and power, join us as we explore and compare 
the works of Colum McCann, Claire Keegan, 
Edna O’Brien, Kevin Barry and others. Stories 
will be sent upon registration. 4 SESSIONS
ZOOM Mon, Nov 1-22, 7-8:30 pm
Fee & Code: $69, XIRIL 157

Book Talk: Newly  
Released – The Terror War 
Joseph E.A. Connell

Join author and Irish historian, Joe 
Connell for a discussion of his latest 
publication, The Terror War which 
examines the trauma of the times – both 
the exceptional and the ordinary. A diverse 
range of issues will be addressed including; 
the establishment of an Irish intelligence 
network in Ireland; Bloody Sunday and its 
effect on British intelligence (was Bloody 
Sunday terror for both sides?); the mirror-
like use of terror in the war; the results of 
the war – did the Irish ‘win’ and achieve 
their goals? Was there really a ‘revolution’ 
in Ireland or just a changing of the guard? 

Talk followed by Q&A and book 
signing. 

Mon, Dec 6, 10 am-noon
Fee and Code: $45 includes book, coffee  
and light refreshment, XIRIG 156

Italian Conversation 
Nina R. Brilli, instructor

If plans for sunny Italy are in your future 
and you want to do as the Romans do, or 
you just want to better understand this 
beautiful language, these sessions are for 
you. This is a basic, practical course in 
conversational Italian. 8 SESSIONS
Sat, Oct 2-Nov 20, 10 am-noon.
Fee & Code:  $179, XLANG 002

LANGUAGES

Write Away!
Mary Walsh, MA, author of A Spy is Not a Spy, 
creative writing instructor Flagler College

Fiction or not, this course is a light-
hearted approach to what some consider 
a serious endeavor: the written word. 
Participants will recognize what makes 
writing engage us, and try their hand at the 
following skills: the backstory, the narrator, 
description, the narrative arc, and writing 
to the conclusion. Each class will focus 
on one of these. Students will respond to 
weekly prompts, or if you have something 
specific in mind, that can be your goal. The 
only requirement is the desire to write, and 
an openness to listen to the work of your 
fellow classmates, should they choose to 
share. 5 SESSIONS
Tues, Sept 14-Oct 12, 11 am-12:30 pm 
Fee and Code: $79, XWRIT 086

Friday Morning Musing  
For Short Story Lovers

Dillies Pilevsky, English and history instructor

Delve into short stories by the greatest 
of writers. Discover and relish the many 
aspects of a fascinating story – character, 
plot, setting, and the life experience of the 
author. Share in discussions of stories that 
move us to better understand ourselves and 
each other. 
Sect 1: Short stories by Joyce Carol Oates,  
Fri, Sept 10, 17, 24
Sect 2: Short stories by Anton Chekhov,  
Fri, Oct 8, 15, 22
Fee and Code: $49, XHUML 099

LITERATURE/WRITING
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Call To Register
732-224-2315

Watch Your Email  
for Notices and Updates 

Shakespeare’s Sonnets
Carl Calendar, PhD, former Dean of 
Humanities, Brookdale

So many mysteries surround Shakespeare’s 
Sonnets. Who published them and why? 
Did Shakespeare approve the ordering? 
Who is the handsome young boy, the rival 
poet, and the Dark Lady? Shakespeare’s 
sonnet sequence is considered the greatest 
group of poems ever written but they 
have also created some of literature’s 
great mysteries. Dr. Calendar will discuss 
the history of sonnets which led to 
Shakespeare’s, what we know or speculate 
about the sonnets themselves, their radical 
use of the sonnet form, and why they are 
some of the most magnificent poems in the 
English language. 2 SESSIONS
Tues, Oct 19 & 26, 10-11:30 am
Fee and Code: $49, XHUML 027

Writing Children’s Fiction 
Barry M. Putt, award winning author 

Learn the essential elements of creating 
engaging children’s stories. Explore story 
language, developing memorable characters 
for children and story structure. Marketing 
approaches will also be discussed. Brown 
bag lunch recommended. 
Sat, Oct 23, 9:30 am-4 pm 
Fee and Code: $79, XWRIT 074 

A Charles Dickens’ Christmas
Carl Calendar, PhD, former Dean of 
Humanities, Brookdale

Charles Dickens Christmas stories have 
helped create our celebrations of modern 
Christmases and remain some of the best 
loved Yuletide stories in English. Get an 
early start on the Christmas season with 
Dr. Calendar’s discussion of how Dickens 
came to write A Christmas Carol and his 
four other great Christmas stories, how they 
were published and received in their time, 
and the momentous effect they had on 
Dicken’s life.  
Wed, Dec 1, 10-11:30 am
Fee and Code: $24, XHUML 072

Literature 101: The Bible
Brooks Susman, philosophy instructor and 
rabbi emeritus

See page 17 for class details 

“No one has ever achieved 
financial fitness with a January 
resolution that’s abandoned by 

February.” – Suze Orman

Selling On eBay, FB Marketplace  
For Fun And Profit
David Carlon, instructor

What to do with the treasures in your 
attic and beyond? Find out how to get 
started making money by selling on E-bay, 
Facebook Marketplace, and Etsy. Instructor 
David Carlon, is an experienced E-bay 
Power Seller. Join this class for beginner to 
intermediate E-bay users. Learn, step by 
step, how to make money the fun and  
easy way.
Sec 1: Sat, Sept 25, 9:30 am-12:30 pm
Sec 2: Sat, Nov 6, 9:30 am-12:30 pm
Fee and Code: $55, XPRAG 094

MONEY MATTERS
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Understanding Medicare 
Alfred Norton, Licensed Health  
Insurance Agent 

Whether soon turning 65, or already 
a Medicare recipient, don’t miss this 
thorough review of Medicare program 
basics and the variety of ways to enroll 
in Medicare. Our discussion will outline 
Original Medicare (parts A&B), Medicare 
Prescription Drug Plans (Part D), 
Medicare Advantage Plans (Part C ) and, 
finally, Medigap Coverage (Medicare 
Supplement) and how it interfaces with 
Original Medicare. We will evaluate 
Medicare entitlement, approximate 
costs and eligibility. Information will 
also be provided regarding the major 
insurance companies in NJ for Medicare 
Advantage, Medicare Part D Drug Plans 
and Medicare Supplement Policies. 
Sat, Sept 25, 10-11:30 am 
Fee and Code: $39, XFING 070
 

Financial Strategies For 
Successful Retirement
Joseph Silvestri, CFP, ChFC, CLTC Creative 
Financial Group

As baby boomers approach retirement, 
new financial questions arise. We’ll 
address your questions about building 
enough wealth to retire, increasing 
retirement income and exploring 
lifestyle options. Discuss mutual funds, 
insurance, stocks, bonds, estate taxes 
and long-term care. You’ll receive a 
workbook packed with sound, solid 
information that you can take home 
and put to good use in the development 
of your own financial blueprint. Come 
away with a clearer picture of the 
opportunities available to improve your 
future financial security. Spouse/partner 
may attend for free. 3 SESSIONS
Wed, Oct 6-20, 6:30- 9 pm
Fee and Code: $65, XFING 002

The New Normal Of The 
Post Pandemic Economy
Joseph Bonacci, MBA, instructor

See page 18 for course details

Stock Market Boot Camp Series
Bob Cutrupi, Portfolio Manager/Financial 
Advisor, the Cutrupi Group, Raymond 
James(This series is planned for on-campus 
pending Covid updates. Zoom will be used if 
circumstances demand)

Stock Market Boot Camp
Explore basics for understanding the stock 
market to advanced strategies on how to 
select stocks and manage risk. Find out 
what information you need to increase 
the probability of making a successful 
investment. Learn how to read technical 
charts as well as how to review the 
fundamentals of a company. Investment 
strategies will be discussed, but no specific 
products will be offered.
Sat, Oct 16, 9:30 am-12:30 pm 
Fee and Code: $39, XFING 073

Boot Camp – Next Steps
Expand your knowledge of the stock 
market. Review intermediate to advanced 
investment strategies combining 
fundamental and technical analysis 
(point and figure charting) and portfolio 
construction and risk management 
techniques. Learn the importance of 
sector and stock selection utilizing 
various technical tools including relative 
strength, momentum and trend. Students 
who attend this class should have basic 
knowledge of investing. Investment 
strategies will be discussed, but no specific 
products will be offered.
Sat, Oct 23, 9:30 am-12:30 pm 
Fee and Code: $39, XFING 079

Advanced Boot Camp – Investing In 
Today’s Uncertain Market
Examine tactical portfolio management and 
tools for broadening your investment scope. 
Topics include: ETF (Exchange Traded 
Funds), Options, Investing in Bear Markets, 
Defense Investing, and Investing for Yield. 
Explore the six major asset classes: Cash, 
Bonds, US Equities, International Equities, 
Currencies and Fixed Income. Learn how 
to incorporate these asset classes into your 
portfolio. Strategies discussed, no specific 
products will be offered.
Sat, Oct 30, 9:30 am-12:30 pm 
Fee and Code: $39, XFING 083
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“It is a happy talent to know how 
to play.” – Ralph Waldo Emerson

Pickleball For Beginners 
Find out why pickleball is the fastest 
growing sport in America! A paddle sport 
for all ages and skill levels, pickleball 
combines elements of tennis, badminton 
and table tennis. The rules are simple and 
the game is easy to learn. We’ll provide the 
paddles and the balls (similar to whiffle 
balls) Don’t miss this addictive new form 
of fitness and fun. Class meets at the Colts 
Neck Racquet Club indoor courts  
(36 Artisan Pl, Colts Neck) Class size is 
limited. 3 SESSIONS 
Sec 1: Wed, Sept 22-Oct 6, 3-4 pm 
Sec 2: Thurs, Sept 23-Oct 7, 2-3 pm  
Sec 3: Thurs, Oct 14-28, 2-3 pm 
Sec 4: Wed, Nov 3-17, 3-4 pm 
Fee and Code: $69, XRECR 059 

You got through the 60’s before  
you turned 20. But getting through 

the 20’s after you turn 60 will  
require some radical ideas.

Do Something Radical.
TAKE YOUR PASSION TO  

THE NEXT DEGREE

Information Session For Adults Who Wish 
To Pursue An Associate Degree At Brookdale 
Online Or On Campus

Fri, Sept 17, 10 am, Student Life Center,  
Parking Lot 7
Info session is free but registration is required 
Call 732-224-2315 to register, XPERS 302

RECREATION

THINK AGAIN

STUDENT SUCCESS  
AT ANY AGE

Adult Basic Education
•  EARN YOUR HIGH SCHOOL 

EQUIVALENCY DIPLOMA
•  LEARN TO SPEAK OR IMPROVE 

 YOUR ENGLISH
Take the first step on a pathway to a 
brighter future. For information, or to be 
placed on our waitlist, call 732-224-2180  
or email literacy@brookdalecc.edu.
Visit our webpage: https://www.
brookdalecc.edu/continuinged/adult-basic-
education/

“Do not grow old, no matter  
how long you live. Never cease to 
stand like curious children before 
the great mystery into which we 

were born.” – Albert Einstein

What To Do Next? 
John Miraglia, instructor

Did you know there is Nobel Prize winning 
science behind our ability to make good 
decisions? Don’t miss this opportunity to 
explore the pitfalls that cause us to make 
avoidable mistakes. These include:
• Ignoring probabilities 
• Gambler’s Fallacy
• Positive descriptions
• Illusion of validity
• Loss Aversion 
This entertaining experience will offer case 
studies and simple scenarios requiring a 
decision. Participants will make decisions 
(privately). Then, we’ll explore how each 
foible/pitfall influences and hinders our 
ability to make consistently good decisions. 
The key to better decision making becomes 
recognizing when you are succumbing to 
one of these pitfalls and to rely instead 
on evidence-based decision making. May 
also include an exercise on evidence-based 
decision making. Registering for this class is 
an easy, wise decision!
Tues, Sept 28 & Oct 5, 10:30 am-noon
Fee and Code: $49, XPRAG 035

Call To Register
732-224-2315
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The Creative Process
John Balme, musician, conductor, 
 Brookdale humanities instructor 

Don’t miss this opportunity to explore 
one of Brookdale’s most popular courses, 
drawn from the Humanities 3-credit class 
of the same name. “Creativity” is usually 
assumed to mean the ‘arts.’ This course goes 
way deeper and explores all our creative 
fields: we dig into the ‘universal’ human-
defining creations: language, mythology, 
religion, how we think and the evolution of 
philosophy. We will unwrap how creativity 
happens and how creativity is what defines 
us as human. We’ll explore the ‘arts’ based 
on our five senses-what we see, hear, smell, 
touch and taste. And, for a change of 
pace, we will examine the amazing story 
of the creation of the earliest computer 
(c.1830s!), leading to the world of Artificial 
Intelligence. 4 SESSIONS 
Wed, Oct 6-27, 10 am-noon
Fee and Code: $85, XPERS 240

Living An Emotionally  
Healthy Life
Diane Lang, therapist, author, educator 

When we are happy, we are healthier. There 
is a huge connection between our physical 
and emotional health. When we are happy, 
we are more productive and creative which 
is why wellness is so important. You are in 
control of your happiness, or at least up 
to 40%, according to science. While each 
person has a genetic set point for happiness 
(like we do for weight), a large part of how 
you feel is under your control, meaning the 
way you spend your time and the thoughts 
you allow to linger can impact your mood 
and your long-term happiness. Examine 
six factors that influence our personal 
happiness. 3 SESSIONS
Wed, Oct 6-20, 1-2:30 pm
Fee and Code: $69, XPERS 225

Literature 101: The Bible
Brooks Susman, philosophy instructor and 
rabbi emeritus

A continuing examination of the most 
famous literature of all time. The Bible is 
as much a source of intriguing stories as 
religious teachings; it reflects historical 
situations, human events, and men’s 
reactions to these happenings. Its stories 
are referenced throughout great literature 
spanning the globe. Whatever your 
personal background, you will enjoy this 
discussion of stories and events with an 
emphasis on literary motifs, relationships, 
psychology, and as a source for Western 
values and ideas. No prior bible study 
necessary. Please bring a Bible to class.  
4 SESSIONS
Mon, Oct 11-Nov 1, 10:30 am-noon
Fee and Code: $85, XPHIL 039

How To Listen Like Freud
Martin McDermott, Brookdale faculty, author

Author Laurie Buchanan, Ph.D., writes, 
“When we listen, we hear someone into 
existence.” Are we in danger of losing this 
interpersonal magic in our busy, hectic 
lives? Is the art of listening threatened in a 
world that won’t stop talking? Come and 
learn six key cognitive and behavioral skills 
that professionals use to fully engage with 
others. Through brief talks and hands-on 
exercises, participants will gain the tools 
and insights that lead to deeper, more 
meaningful connections in their personal 
and professional lives. Bring an open heart, 
mind, and ears. 
Sat, Oct 23, 9:30 am-12:30 pm
Fee and Code: $39, XPERS 018

Watch Your Email  
for Notices and Updates 
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The New Normal Of The  
Post Pandemic Economy
Joseph Bonacci, MBA, instructor

The 2020-2021 US Economy will go down 
in history as one of extremes. COVID-19 
lockdowns produced economic data 
rivaling the Great Depression with a 
subsequent recovery producing some of the 
strongest economic data on record. These 
extremes have produced a new normal 
throughout the economy. Federal Reserve 
policy, government spending, employment, 
inflation, supply chains, and stock and 
bond markets – all have been affected. 
These topics will be discussed and given 
some historical perspective. 3 SESSIONS
Tues, Oct 26-Nov 9, 10 am-noon
Fee and Code: $69, XHUMN 321

TIME: The Mystery At  
The Heart Of The Universe

Sarbmeet Kanwal, PhD, physicist 

What is time? It is not what a clock’s hands 
read. The significance of time and whether 
it even exists have been a subject of 
philosophical debate since Newton’s time. 
Einstein famously declared time to be a 
stubbornly persistent illusion. John Wheeler 
said time is what prevents everything from 
happening at once. Time stops inside a 
black hole. The latest theory of quantum 
gravity suggests that time emerged during 
the Big Bang from the quantum nature of 
space. This course will explore an enigma  
of our universe that is perhaps one of  
the deepest and the most mystifying.  
3 SESSIONS 
ZOOM Fri, Oct 29-Nov 12, 2-4 pm 
Fee and Code: $69, XPERS 144 

Buddhist Principles & Practices: 
Find Your Inner Harmony
Cheryl Bartholemew, PhD, professor emerita, 
George Mason University

Take a deep dive into the Buddhist concept 
of impermanence. Learn to flow with the 
inevitable changes that life brings. Discover 
how to find inner harmony during a 
pandemic that uproots our feelings of safety 
and shakes our security. Buddhist principles 
and practices offer theories and techniques 
to help us find inner peace during times of 
turmoil. Explore healthy strategies to cope 
with stress and anxiety.
Wed, Nov 3, 10:30 am-12:30 pm
Fee and Code: $35, XPHIL 074

iPhone Tips And Tricks
Stephen Fowler, instructor

Are you getting the most out of your 
iPhone or iPad? Take advantage of the 
amazing technology in your pocket, and 
learn how to take the best photos, task Siri 
to set your alarm, organize your apps and 
folders, send an email, backup your iPhone 
to iCloud, and more! 3 SESSIONS
ZOOM Tues, Nov 23-Dec 7, 5:30-7 pm 
Fee and Code: $65, XPERS 288

Armchair Travel
Our National Parks: Yellowstone &  
Grand Teton
See page 3 for class details

Tour & Talk 
We miss the shared learning experiences, 
new discoveries, and camaraderie of 
traveling together – most of all we miss you! 
Your well-being is our top priority and due 
to the nature of Tour & Talk trips we are 
looking to 2022 for a safe and grand return! 
We’ll be busy planning fabulous new 
adventures, eager to welcome Brookdale 
travelers back on board in the new year. 
Until then stay safe, strong, and open to 
exploration. 

TRIPS
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OUT & ABOUT

WORLD WAR II STUDIES

Bring A Friend Walking Tour: 
Ocean Grove
Daniel Radel, history instructor, journalist

Spend an autumn day in Ocean Grove and 
learn the unique history of what is known 
as “God’s Square Mile.” Meet at the Great 
Auditorium, stroll Founder’s Park, come face 
to face with the statue of The Rev. Ellwood 
Stokes, the first president of the Ocean 
Grove Camp Meeting Association, walk the 
boardwalk and visit the quaint downtown. 
Rain date is October 16th. Please note: no 
refund will be given if rain date is used. 
Fee is for two registrants!
Sat, Oct 9, 1-3 pm
Fee & Code: $40, XDEST 153

JBJ Soul Kitchen Cooking 
Demonstration & Lunch
Find out what’s really cooking at the JBJ 
Soul Kitchen – where unique community 
building happens. First, learn how to cook 
two of JBJ Soul Kitchen’s most popular 
menu items from their professional chefs. 
Next, enjoy a lunch prepared especially for 
you featuring these wonderful dishes and 
learn more about this visionary enterprise. 
A perfect opportunity to enjoy learning, 
laughing and lunch!
Thurs, Nov 4, 11:30 am-1 pm
Fee and Code: $39, XPERS 260
Address: 207 Monmouth Street, Red Bank

Remembering Jimmy 
Mirikitani & The 
Internment Camps Of 
World War II

Professor Bonagura, Director of Brookdale’s 
Center for World War II Studies & Conflict 
Resolution.

We’ll look back at the life and art of 
Jimmy Mirikitani made famous in the 
documentary film The Cats of Mirikitani 
by Linda Hattendorf. Let us remember 
Jimmy as an incredible human being and 
dedicated artist, while thinking about what 
lessons can be learned moving forward, 
seeking justice, equality and a better future. 
Wed, Oct 20, 7-9 pm
Fee & Code: $19, XWWTS 313
Free for students 

Covid-19 & The Plight Of 
North Korean Refugees

Rachel Stine, senior North Korea analyst,  
Asia Institute

As part of our on-going conflict resolution 
series, we will address the latest updates on 
the conditions for North Korean refugees 
during a global pandemic with our long-
time contributor, Rachel Stine. Ms. Stine  
has worked with North Korean refugees 
for over ten years. Today, she lives in 
Jeju Island, where she serves a senior 
North Korea analyst at the Asia Institute. 
Her writing for such publications as The 
Huffington Post and The Korea Times covers 
human rights, foreign policy, geek culture, 
and traditional arts.
Wed, Nov 10, 7-8:30 pm 
Fee & Code: $19, XWWTS 314
Free for students

The Center for WWII Studies & Conflict Resolution

Call To Register
732-224-2315

Watch Your Email  
for Notices and Updates 
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Cancellation and Refunds
We cancel courses if enrollment minimums are 
not met. We will contact you via mail, if time 
allows, or call you by phone.

Refund Policy 
(excludes training programs, see Center for 
Career Development website for refund policy 
for training) 

A $20 processing fee will be deducted from all 
refunds. Our refund policy is :

n  14 or more days (2 weeks) before the 
beginning of a class: 100% refund of full 
course fee

n   1-13 days before the start of class: 50% 
refund of full course fee

All refunds will be issued in the form of a 
check. Please allow two to four weeks for 
processing.

There are no refunds for trips, ticketed events 
and specified training programs. 

Thank you for choosing our programs and 
trips at Brookdale Community College!

Watch Your Email  
for Notices and Updates 

Call To Register
732-224-2315

GENERAL INFORMATION

WHERE’S MY CLASSROOM? 
• Call our prerecorded message: 732-224-2100

• Call our office (Mon-Fri 8:30 am-4:30 pm) at 732-224-2315

•  Read the posting on our front door – inside lobby, ATeC building 
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